OFF THE RAILS – TRLX Market Highlight
Mon 20th June 2016, Prime Cattle
Total yarding = 1200
TOP STEERS MAKE OVER $2100 AND COWS UP TO 25c/KG DEARER AS RAINFALL CONTINUES IN TAMWORTH
Today’s Tamworth market reflected the current record prices for the Eastern Young Cattle Indicator with steers,
heifers and cows all making excellent money after good weekend rain that continued to fall throughout the sale.
The highlight of the sale was an excellent run of Angus feeder steers sold by CP which saw the first lane average
370c/kg. The MLA also reported a stronger cow market with the “best of the heavyweights improving by as much as
25c/kg” and the best heavy steers making over $2100.

STEERS
Vealer steers sold to 368c/kg, yearlings to 372c/kg and grown steers to 371c/kg. Highlights included:


Top pen of steers sold by CP on account Judd and Atchison made 366c/kg and came back at 465kg/$1702.
The same vendors also sold 100 Angus steers at 370c/kg and they averaged 430kg/$1600;



Angus steers sold by CP on account FW & JH Paterson, Gloucester made 370c/kg and averaged 448kg/$1660;



Angus steers sold by CP on account Elizabeth Norris (pictured above) made 371c/kg and averaged
433kg/$1609;



Younger Angus steers sold by CP on account Ray Brown made 372c/kg and averaged 337kg/$1255;



Yearling steers sold by G&C on account Wayne Collison made 362c/kg and averaged 332kg/$1204;



Weaner steers sold by LMK on account Mark and Belinda Daley made 360c/kg at an estimated weight of
310kg;



Angus steers sold by LMK on account M & K Kean made 346c/kg and averaged 575kg/$1989; and



Crossbred steers sold by G&C on account Ponto made 340c/kg and averaged 636kg/$2165.

This information can also be viewed on the TRLX Facebook page. Written by Michelle Mawhinney, TLSAA
Disclaimer: All information is correct at the time of publication. While every effort is made to provide accurate figures no responsibility is
taken for errors in reporting. For further details contact the selling agents.
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HEIFERS
Vealer heifers sold to 346c/kg, yearlings to 342c/kg and grown heifers to
318c/kg. Highlights included:
Angus heifers sold by LMK on account Glen Collin Cattle Co made 290c/kg
and averaged 539kg/$1563 with another pen making 305c/kg and coming
back at 528kg/$1610;
Angus heifers (pictured left) sold by PITT on account Bergen Grazing made
339c/kg and averaged 400kg/$1356;
Angus heifers sold by LMK on account Grovelands made 338c/kg and
averaged 316kg/$1068; and
Angus heifers sold by CP on account Valencius made 336c/kg and averaged
304kg/$1021.

COWS
Cows sold to 271c/kg. Highlights included:
Angus/Angus x cows (pictured left) sold by PITT on account Wilga
Partnership made 267c/kg and averaged 643kg/$1717;
Angus cows sold by G&C on account Nigel Smith made 270c/kg and
averaged 623kg/$1685; and
Angus cows sold by LMK on account Bruce Rutherford made 271c/kg and
averaged 615kg to return $1666.

BULLS
Bulls sold to 270c/kg for a top estimated price of $2300.

This information can also be viewed on the TRLX Facebook page. Written by Michelle Mawhinney, TLSAA
Disclaimer: All information is correct at the time of publication. While every effort is made to provide accurate figures no responsibility is
taken for errors in reporting. For further details contact the selling agents.
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